
Zoos Closed and
Circus Animal Bans

• Tynehead Zoological Society tries to
get baby elelphant. (EXPO 1988)
Later gives up plans to build a zoo in
Surrey, BC.
• Stanley Park Zoo expansion   defeated
and zoo closes. Stanley Park pro-zoo
group renamed Stanley Park Ecology
Society but loses $1 million grant.(90s)
• Stanley Park  designated as a National
Historc Site. (1989)

Hunter shoots at Lifeforce. Duck
hunting area closes in
Richmond.(1982)

Remember these Lifeforce success stories?
We changed history and the lifes of many.

Barbaric dog electrocution and
other cruel methods stopped in BC
pounds.

A Personal Plea to:

SAVE LIFEFORCE

Spinal Cord Experiments  on cats . Even
the backs of Canada Geese caught in
Stanley Park are  broken.(1988)

Protected marine wildlife through
Marine Life Programs. Confronted
wildlife vivisectors. (1993-1998)

PNE stops pigs races and animals in
vending machines. (1987) In 1988
they stopped baby chimp acts.

Vancouver Aquarium  breaks promise
and  captures three more belugas.
(1990)  Canada bans  beluga exports.

"Pet" monkeys sent to Texas
sanctuary (1996).

Postcard campaigns against  burning and
blinding animals at Vancouver General
Hospital. (1989 - 1998)

First  Canadian Cruelty
charges against vivisectors
frees  baboon "B43 -
Debbie". (1988)

"Artist" stopped from
crushing  Sniffy and other
animals. (1990)

Martha's suffering ends in military
lab.(1984) Monkeys,  Beau and
Captain,  not  restrained  for   1 1/2

Lifeforce  ultralight  plane  used to  stop
Sealand  aquarium from  capturing
orcas  in BC waters. (1982)

First Ecology
Organization to protect
people, animals and the
environment. (1980)
First
Animal Rights Day -
Vancouver 1983.

1980s & 90s -
First film and
photographs
exposing and
stopping
vivisection
attrocities.

Peace on Earth for All Life, Peter Hamilton
Box 3117,  Vancouver,  BC,  V6B 3X6  (604)669-4673

months.(1983)

These are just a few of Lifeforce accomplishments. But our successes will not continue without your immediate
financial help.  Donations are desperately needed because we are broke.   Please  help  us continue this crucial work.


